**THEATRE**

**FRINGE** by Evan Zes Oct. 8 - 11

A struggling actor falls backwards into an NYC rent-controlled apartment and turns it into a lucrative STANDUP show in this wild but TRUE story of life on the edge. Revisiting, home, act out a two man version of TOGETHER BY THE BROTHERS A TALE OF TWO CITIES and threaten to ruin his life in this cautionary tale of greed and redemption.

**A TALE OF TWO CITIES—revising, home, act out a two man version of TOGETHER BY THE BROTHERS A TALE OF TWO CITIES and threaten to ruin his life in this cautionary tale of greed and redemption.**

**COBBLED TOGETHER** by Craig Fols Oct. 22 - 25

"Two eccentric brothers, isolated in their home, act out a two man version of A TALE OF TWO CITIES—revising, home, act out a two man version of TOGETHER BY THE BROTHERS A TALE OF TWO CITIES and threaten to ruin his life in this cautionary tale of greed and redemption." Over the course of a tryout, a starry, starry dinner party, the wildly unexpected occurs.

**THE TOXIC AVENGER**

By Joe DiPietro and David Ives

Thrown into a vat of toxic goo by two bullies, a mild mannered science student is reborn as a one-of-a-kind environmental crusader. Armed with superhuman strength and a heart as big as Newark, he sets out to save New Jersey, end global warming and wage war on the prettiest girl in the school.

**THE MUSICAL**

By Leslye Headland

Mar. 25 - 29

Set near her hometown of Reading, PA Pulitzer prize winning playwright, Lauren E. Glazier’s adaptation of SWEAT details the lives of a close knit group of friends who have been affected by their factory closing, ending the only way of life the town has known for generations.

**SEAMUS EGAN PROJECT**

Legendary Irish musician Seamus Egan plays the Celtic flute, tenor banjo, guitar, mandolin and tin whistle, among other instruments. From his beginnings as a teen prodigy, to his current touring project with friends and musical guests, Egan has helped define the sound of Irish music today.

**AMERICAN PATCHWORK QUARTET**

Highly acclaimed artists Fala McMenamin, Clay Ross (guitar/vocals), Clarence Penn (drums) and Yasshi Nakamura (bass) showcase the dynamic diversity of contemporary culture by reimagining timeless songs from America’s past.

**AMERICAN PATCHWORK QUARTET**

Mar. 20, 8 PM

Highly acclaimed artists Fala McMenamin, Clay Ross (guitar/vocals), Clarence Penn (drums) and Yasshi Nakamura (bass) showcase the dynamic diversity of contemporary culture by reimagining timeless songs from America’s past.

**CHUCHITO VALDES**

Mar. 23, 8 PM

With influences of Caribbean rhythms and jazz, Chuchito creates an exciting and energetic blend of spicy music that drives audiences wild. "This piano master captivates with his sensitivity and drives excitement with his dynamic band.

**WOMEN PLAYWRIGHT SERIES**

By Steve Martin Feb. 19 - MAR. 7

Corky and Norm are excited to host Gerald and Laura at their home over Christmas. Over drinks, they attempt to rekindle a lifetime meteor shower. As the stars come out, it becomes clear that Gerald and Laura might not be all that they appear to be. Over the course of a tryout, a starry, starry dinner party, the wildly unexpected occurs.

**BY STEVE MARTIN**

Mar. 14, 8 PM
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SUMMERFEST 2021

The British Invasion Years
June 5, 8 PM

This nostalgic musical tribute spans the entire 60s British Invasion era with music from Motown sides of the Atlantic and comes to a shimmering climax with music from the four lads who started it all.

The 2020-21 Season Brochure is here!

SUMMERFEST 2021

Music & Lyrics: various artists Book: Stuart Ross

Looking for a nostalgic trip back to the days of close-harmony quartets? Look no further than Forever Plaid and listen to the golden tunes of back in the 60s. The British Invasion Years June 5, 8 PM

“IT DEPENDS.” That phrase has come up over and over in our surveys. “IT DEPENDS.” We approach our 35th season with a vengeance and we look forward to welcoming you to our fabulous season of plays! Yes, we will be back with a vengeance and we look forward to introducing you to the great fringe shows that will open up the theatre in October as well as NEXTstage Rep’s Meteors show.

CSC Tickert Prices

SEASON PRODUCER: 5-2000 Single Patron (any event) CSC $22.50, concessions $15. Senior Tix $15. CSC 20% off any single or flex pass ticket. CSC Tickets on sale April 15, 2021. For information and reservations, call 908-979-0900 ext. 3. CSC will send you your tickets and postcard.

Rental: 2-3 Towers, all seats $22.50. CSC $200 Single Patron. CSC Members: $150 for any 2-3 Towers.